S6 wireless noise cancelling

Wireless Noise-Cancelling Headphones

Scene style series
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Create a serene scene for music
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These compact on-ear noise-cancelling headphones invite you into a peaceful world of music during flights, on the train, at the café, or in
shared workspaces with no intrusive outside noise. Forget battery worry thanks to 30 hours’ continuous playback and a convenient Fast
Charge function that refreshes your headphones with three hours of playtime in just 10 minutes. Extra-large Φ 40 mm (1 9/16˝ ) dynamic drivers
deliver deep, powerful bass and expressive mids. Like its S3wireless sibling, the S6wireless noise-cancelling headphones infuse minimalist
Japanese design into compact proportions and four matching color-schemes, an authentic look that echoes Pioneer’s long history with musicmakers in the hip-hop, club, and electronic music scenes.
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SOUND QUALITY FEATURES
›› Pioneer Active Noise Cancelling creates an optimal listening
environment (wired and wireless connection)
›› Extra-large Φ 40 mm (1 9/16˝) drivers for powerful bass
›› Clear, balanced, natural sound with deep low-frequency response
›› Supports AAC codec for high-quality wireless transmission
›› Deep housing and earpad profile enhance sound isolation

WIRELESS HANDS-FREE FUNCTIONS
›› Features the latest Bluetooth® 5.0 wireless technology
›› Button activates Voice Assistant/Call Reject (press and hold center); Play/
Pause and Call Accept/End (press center); Redial (double-press center);
Volume Up/Down (press up/press down); and Track Skip Forward/Back
(press and hold up/press and hold down); separate button for
ANC ON/OFF (press once) and Power ON/OFF (press and hold)
›› Easy press-and-hold activation of smartphone voice assistants
›› Pair two devices with Multi-point Function, enabling call monitoring on
smartphone and music playback from tablet simultaneously
›› Supports free Pioneer Notification App for Android™ which reads out
notifications of text messages, emails, SNS, and more via headphones

BATTERY & PLAYTIME
›› Stamina Battery supports up to 30 hours’ continuous connection
including playback (ANC off) or 20 hours (ANC on)
›› Fast Charge replenishes battery for 3 hours’ playback in just 10 minutes
›› Battery fully recharges in approximately 3 hours

DESIGN ERGONOMICS
›› Headphones fold flat and inward for compact storage in bags
›› Choice of four beautiful matching color-schemes
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›› Wide headband with padded cushion provides extra comfort
›› Deep, comfortable earpads suit most ear sizes
›› Reversible USB Type-C charging terminal
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Model number: SE-S6BN
Transmission method: Bluetooth® Version 5.0
Output: Bluetooth Standard Protocol Power Class 2
Transmission distance: Up to 10 m (32 ft.)
Frequency used: 2.4 GHz (2.4000 GHz–2.4835 GHz)
Modulation: FHSS
Supported Bluetooth profiles: A2DP/AVRCP/HFP/HSP
Supported codecs: SBC/AAC
Multi-pairing: Max. 8 devices
Multi-point: Max. 2 devices
Battery: DC 3.7 V rechargeable lithium-ion
Battery time: Max. 30 hours of continuous
transmission including audio playback (ANC off)
or 20 hours (ANC on)
Charging time: Approx. 3 hours
Type: Wireless Active Noise Cancelling headphones
Driver: Φ 40 mm (1 9/16˝) dynamic driver
Frequency response:
10 Hz–22,000 Hz (With Bluetooth connection)
10 Hz–28,000 Hz (With wired connection)
Weight: 205 g (7.23 oz.)
Supplied with USB Type-C charging cable,
detachable 1.2 m (4 ft.) male-to-male 3.5 mm (1/8˝) Package dimensions (W x H x D)
133 mm x 203 mm x 60 mm
mini-stereo headphone cable, instruction booklet
(5 1/4˝ x 8 x 2 3/8˝)

Active Noise Cancelling (ANC)

Folding design for easy portability

Access your voice assistant

ANC creates a near-silent backdrop for your
music to fill, transforming noisy aircraft cabins,
train cars, workspaces, and cafés into tranquil
environments where you can relax and enjoy
music in peace. Noise cancellation works with
both wired connection (using the supplied
detachable headphone cable) and wireless
connection via Bluetooth® wireless technology.

Swiveling and folding mechanisms tuck the
housings inside the headband for easy storage
in your bag, no cable mess. Slim profile lets it
slip into narrow briefcases or handbags, so you
really can have music wherever you go.

Press and hold the center button to activate the
voice assistant on your Google Assistant or Siri
enabled smartphone or tablet. Once connected,
your assistant will respond to a variety of
commands without you having to reach for
your device.

Connect two devices at once
Play longer, go further
Enjoy the longest playback time available in this
headphone class with 30 hours’ continuous
playback (ANC off) or 20 hours (ANC on),
enough for the longest flights. If you forget
to recharge and notice as you’re leaving, Fast
Charge supplies three hours’ worth of playback
from a 10-minute charge: enough to get you to
work, school, or wherever you’re headed.

Multi-point Function lets you wirelessly
connect two devices at once. You can listen to
music from your tablet or laptop while being
connected and ready to take incoming calls
from your smartphone.
Note: Only one device can make/receive calls or play audio
at the same time.

Love the freedom of wireless
audio
The headphones equip Bluetooth 5.0
wireless technology as featured on the latest
smartphones. Feel the freedom of unrestricted
movement with no cables to snag or tangle.
Wireless connection is easy: once you’ve
registered the headphones to your device once,
they pair automatically when selected from a list
of Bluetooth devices displayed on your screen.

Hands-free wireless music and calls

Signature Pioneer sound
The headphones equip extra-large Φ 40 mm
(1 9/16˝ ) dynamic drivers, enabling powerful
bass and a wide frequency response. Skillful
tuning results in a detailed mid-range for
vocals and smooth, unfatiguing treble. Sound
quality is further enhanced by the high-quality
AAC wireless audio transmission codec, which
reduces loss and latency and preserves audio
reproduction quality, especially on the iPhone.

Everything needed for hands-free control comes
via one multi-function button on the housing.
Voice Assistant or Call Reject activates when the
center button is pressed and held; Play/Pause
and Call Accept/End with a single press (center);
and Redial with a double-press (center). Volume
Up/Down is performed with a press-up/pressdown gesture, while pressing and holding up or
down skips tracks forward or back. The Power
ON/OFF button (press and hold) also enables
ANC ON/OFF with a single press.
Raise Volume (Press Once)
Skip Forward (Hold)
Play/Pause; Accept/End Call
(Press Once)
Redial (Press Twice)
Voice-Assistant Activation;
Call Reject (Hold)
Lower Volume (Press Once)
Skip Back (Hold)
ANC On/Off (Press Once)
Power On/Off (Hold)

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES

Pioneer Notification App for Android™ available from the Google Play store. Please check device and OS requirements before installation.
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